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We develop a wall model for large-eddy simulation (LES) that takes into account various

pressure-gradient effects using multi-agent reinforcement learning. The model is trained

using low-Reynolds-number flow over periodic hills with agents distributed on the wall at

various computational grid points. It utilizes a wall eddy-viscosity formulation as the boundary

condition to apply the modeled wall shear stress. Each agent receives states based on local

instantaneous flow quantities at an off-wall location, computes a reward based on the estimated

wall-shear stress, and provides an action to update the wall eddy viscosity at each time step.

The trained wall model is validated in wall-modeled LES of flow over periodic hills at higher

Reynolds numbers, and the results show the effectiveness of the model on flow with pressure

gradients. The analysis of the trained model indicates that the model is capable of distinguishing

between the various pressure gradient regimes present in the flow. To further assess the

robustness of the developed wall model, simulations of flow over the Boeing Gaussian bump are

conducted at a Reynolds number of 2 × 106, based on the free-stream velocity and the bump

width. The results of mean skin friction and pressure on the bump surface, as well as the

velocity statistics of the flow field, are compared to those obtained from equilibrium wall model

(EQWM) simulations and published experimental data sets. The developed wall model is found

to successfully capture the acceleration and deceleration of the turbulent boundary layer on the

bump surface, providing better predictions of skin friction near the bump peak and exhibiting

comparable performance to the EQWM with respect to the wall pressure and velocity field.

We also conclude that the subgrid-scale model is crucial to the accurate prediction of the flow

field, in particular the prediction of separation.

I. Introduction

L
arge-eddy simulation is an essential technology for the simulation of turbulent flows. The basic premise of LES

is that energy-containing and dynamically important eddies must be resolved everywhere in the domain. However,

this requirement is hard to meet in the near-wall region, as the stress-producing eddies become progressively smaller.

Because of the cost involved in resolving the near-wall region, routine use of wall-resolved LES (WRLES) is far

from being an industry standard, where short turnaround times are needed to explore high-dimensional design spaces.

Consequently, most industrial computational fluid dynamics analyses still rely on cheaper but arguably lower-fidelity

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) tools. This has motivated the development of the wall-modeled LES

(WMLES) approach, which uses LES to predict the turbulence in the outer region of the boundary layer but utilizes

a reduced-order model in a relatively coarse grid in the near-wall region to account for the effect of the energetic
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near-wall eddies, thus drastically reducing the grid resolution requirement and simultaneously increasing the maximum

allowable time step size. Because of such characteristics, WMLES has been anticipated as the next step to enable the

increased use of high-fidelity LES in realistic engineering and geophysical applications.

The most popular and well-known WMLES approach is the so-called RANS-based wall modeling [1–4], which

computes the wall-shear stress using the RANS equations. To account for the effects of nonlinear advection and pressure

gradient, the unsteady three-dimensional RANS equations are solved [2, 4]. However, these models assume explicitly

or implicitly a particular flow state close to the wall (e.g. fully-developed turbulence in equilibrium over a flat plate)

and/or rely on RANS parametrization which is manually tuned for various pressure-gradient effects. To remove the

RANS legacy in wall modeling, Bose and Moin [5] and Bae et al. [6] proposed a dynamic wall model using slip

wall boundary conditions for all three velocity components. Although these models are free of a priori specified

coefficients and add negligible additional cost compared to the traditional wall models, they were found to be sensitive

to numerics of the flow solver and the subgrid-scale (SGS) model, which hinders the application of these models in

WMLES. The recent rise of machine learning has prompted supervised learning as an attractive tool for discovering

robust wall models that automatically adjust for different conditions, such as variations in the pressure gradient. Zhou

et al. [7] proposed a data-driven wall model that accounts for pressure-gradient effects based on the supervised learning

approach. While the trained model performed well in a priori testing for a single time step, the model broke down in

a posteriori testing due to integrated errors that could not be taken into account via supervised learning.

Recently, Bae and Koumoutsakos [8] demonstrated the efficacy of multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) as

a model development tool for wall models in a canonical channel and zero-pressure-gradient boundary layer flows.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a learning framework with foundations on dynamic programming [9] and has been used

in the applications of flow control [10, 11] and SGS model development [12]. In the study [8], a series of RL agents are

distributed along the computational grid points, with each agent receiving local states and rewards and then providing

local actions at each time step. The MARL wall model performs as well as the RANS-based equilibrium wall-shear

stress model (EQWM) [13, 14], which has been tuned for this particular flow configuration. However, The MARL

model is able to achieve these results by training on moderate Reynolds number flows with a reward function only

based on the mean wall-shear stress. Furthermore, instead of relying on a priori knowledge or RANS parametrization

to perfectly recover the wall boundary condition computed from filtered DNS data, RL can develop novel models that

are optimized to accurately reproduce the flow quantities of interest. This is achieved by discovering the dominant

patterns in the flow physics, which enables the model to generalize beyond the specific conditions used for training.

Therefore, the models are trained in situ with WMLES and do not require any higher-fidelity flow fields. More recently,

Vadrot et al. [15] further improved the capability of the MARL wall model proposed by Bae and Koumoutsakos [8]

via normalizing one of the model states in a novel way and it was found that the improved model is able to accurately

predict the log law in a channel flow for a wider range of Reynolds numbers.

In the present study, we extend the methodology of [8] for pressure-gradient flows, retraining a wall model on

low-Reynolds-number flow over periodic hills and testing on higher-Reynolds-number flows. Our first objective is

to develop a wall model for LES based on MARL that is robust to pressure-gradient effects in a data-efficient way.

Another objective of this study is to evaluate the performance of the trained wall model in predicting the flow over

a three-dimensional tapered Gaussian bump [16] (referred to as the Boeing Gaussian bump). The flow configuration

is a canonical case of smooth-body separation of a turbulent boundary layer (TBL) subject to pressure-gradient and

surface-curvature effects. As a widely studied flow configuration, extensive experimental data exist [17–21] for

validating computational fluid dynamics codes, and various computational approaches, including Reynolds-averaged

Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods [17], direct numerical simulation (DNS) [22, 23], hybrid LES–DNS [24], WMLES

[25–27] and detached-eddy simulations (DES) [28] have been evaluated and compared for the flow around the bump.

The WMLES studies [25–27] showed that the performance of the classical EQWM is still less than satisfactory,

particularly for predicting the separation bubble. In the present study, the detailed comparison of simulations with the

EQWM and the MARL wall model are conducted in terms of the mean skin friction as well as the pressure on the

bump surface, and the prediction of the velocity field.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the details of wall model training based on

the flow over periodic hills are introduced. In addition, the testing results of the developed wall model for flow over

periodic hills at the Reynolds number of training and higher Reynolds numbers are presented. Section III outlines the

simulation setup for the flow over the Boeing Gaussian bump, and demonstrates the results of mean skin friction, mean

pressure coefficients on the bump surface, and mean velocity in the flow field. Additionally, the simulations using the

developed wall model are compared to those using the EQWM and experimental data. Finally, Section IV summarizes

the conclusions drawn from this study.
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Table 1 Simulation cases in comparison to reference data, including mesh size, mean separation location Gsep

and mean reattachment location Grea at '4� = 10595.

Case Mesh size (#G × #H × #I) Gsep/� Grea/�

RLWM 128 × 64 × 64 0.29 4.57

RLWM, coarse mesh 64 × 32 × 32 0.43 3.66

EQWM 128 × 64 × 64 0.57 3.05

DNS [36] 896 × 448 × 448 0.20 4.51

WRLES [37] 512 × 256 × 256 -0.11 4.31

II. Model Development and Validation

A. Methodology

1. Flow simulation

For the flow solver, we utilize a finite-volume, unstructured-mesh LES code [29]. The spatially-filtered in-

compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved with second-order accuracy using cell-based, low-dissipative, and

energy-conservative spatial discretization and a fully-implicit, fractional-step time-advancement method with the

Crank–Nicholson scheme. The Poisson equation for pressure is solved using the bi-conjugate gradient stabilized

method (BiCGStab) proposed by Van der Vorst [30]. The subgrid-scale stress is modeled using the dynamic Smagorin-

sky model (DSM) [31, 32].

For training the wall model, we prefer a flow configuration that (i) has widely available wall-shear stress profiles for

several Reynolds numbers and (ii) does not require tuning of the inlet profile or other boundary conditions. The flow

over periodically arranged hills in a channel as proposed by Mellen et al. [33] has well-defined boundary conditions,

can be computed at affordable costs, and nevertheless inherits all the features of a flow separating from a curved

surface and reattaching on a flat plate. Furthermore, the periodic-hill channel does not require configuring the inlet

boundary condition for different grid resolutions and wall models, which is necessary for non-periodic flows. This

configuration has become a popular benchmark test case for validating computational fluid dynamics codes since

numerous experimental and high-fidelity numerical references exist [34–37] and provide extensive data on a wide

range of Reynolds numbers covering 700 ≤ '4� ≤ 37000, where '4� is the Reynolds number based on the hill height

� and the bulk velocity *1 at the top of the hill.

The periodic-hill channel flow configuration has the dimensions of 9� × 3.035� × 4.5� in streamwise (G), vertical

(H), and spanwise (I) directions, respectively. In the simulations of the present study, periodic boundary conditions are

applied on streamwise and spanwise boundaries, and the EQWM is employed at the top wall. To maintain constant

bulk velocity in time, the flow is driven by a time-varying body force following the control algorithm proposed by

Balakumar et al. [38]. Two meshes with different densities are used in the present study, and the details of the meshes

are listed in Table 1. The meshes are evenly spaced in I direction, and approximately uniform in both G and H directions.

A Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number of 1 is used for all simulations.

2. Reinforcement learning architecture

The MARL architecture of wall-model training in the present study is based on the one proposed by Bae and

Koumoutsakos [8]. During model training, the agents distributed above the wall receive states based on local instan-

taneous flow information and a reward based on the estimated wall-shear stress, then provide local actions to update

the wall boundary condition at each time step. The agents infer a single optimized policy through their repeated

interactions with the flow field to maximize their cumulative long-term rewards.

In order to utilize MARL as a model development tool for wall models, an RL toolbox, smarties [39], is coupled with

the aforementioned unstructured flow solver. The RL tool is an open-source C++ library and is optimized for high CPU-

level efficiency through fine-grained multi-threading, strict control of cache-locality, and computation-communication

overlap. It implements many established deep RL algorithms [39] as well as methods that have been systematically

tested for data-driven turbulence modeling [12]. On every step, it asynchronously obtains on-policy data by sampling
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the environment and computes the updates by sampling from the replay memory, which advances the gradient steps.

Upon completion of all tasks, it applies the gradient update and proceeds to the next step. The coupling between the

RL tool and the flow solver has been validated using the same training configuration as the preliminary study of Bae

and Koumoutsakos [8].

3. Training of the wall model

The RL-based wall model (RLWM) training is conducted using the LES of periodic-hill channel flow at '4� =

10595 with a baseline mesh (#G × #H × #I = 128 × 64 × 64). A total of 512 agents are uniformly distributed along

the bottom wall, and the wall-normal locations of the agents ℎ< are randomly selected between 0.01� and 0.09� at

each agent location.

Considering the existence of log law for inner-scaled mean velocity profile (〈D〉+ = (1/^) ln H+ +�, where ^ the von

Kármán constant and � is the intercept constant) in the near-wall region of turbulent flows, Bae and Koumoutsakos [8]

developed a wall model for flat-plate channel flow based on two instantaneous log-law variables (1/^<) = (mD/mH)+ℎ+<
and �< = D+ − (1/^<) ln (ℎ+<) where the subscript < denotes that the variable is a modeled quantity, the superscript

+ denotes the inner scaling based on friction velocity and kinematic viscosity, and ℎ< is the wall-normal location

of RL agent. Note that the inner scaling for the instantaneous quantities for the training are computed using the

modeled Dg rather than the true Dg . Recently, Vadrot et al. [15] improved the performance and effectiveness of

the model at different Reynolds numbers by using (1/^< − 1/^ref) ln (ℎ+<) and �< as the model states, where ^ref

is the reference von Kármán constant. On the foundation of these studies, for the current RL wall model, we set

the local flow quantities (1/^< − 1/^ref) ln (ℎ∗<) and �< = D∗B − (1/^<) ln (ℎ∗<) as the first two model states, where

1/^< = (mDB/m=)
∗ℎ∗<, the subscript B denotes the wall-parallel direction pointing towards the positive G-direction, =

denotes the wall-normal direction pointing towards the interior, DB is the wall-parallel velocity and ^ref = 0.41. In

order to get better adaptability for flows with different pressure gradients and separations, we also select the turbulence

strain rate (∗
12

= (mD∗B/m=+mD
∗
=/mB)/2 and the local wall-parallel pressure gradient parameter (m?/mB)∗ℎ∗< as the third

and fourth model states, where D= is the local wall-normal velocity. To increase the applicability of the wall model

for a wide range of flow parameters, the states are nondimensionalized using kinematic viscosity a and the composite

friction velocity Dg? = (D2
g + D2

?)
1/2 introduced by Manhart et al. [40], where D? = | (a/d)(m?F/mB) |

1/3, d is the

density of the fluid, the subscript F denotes quantities evaluated at the wall, ?F is the pressure on the bottom wall and

Dg is the friction velocity based on the modeled wall-shear stress. Quantities nondimensionalized by a and Dg? are

denoted by superscript ∗.

It is well known that the method of wall-shear stress application in WMLES affects the mean quantities [38]. A

previous study [41] tested two formulations of the boundary condition, namely the wall-shear stress and the wall

eddy-viscosity formulations, to determine the appropriate action for the wall model. Zhou et al. [41] found that the wall

eddy-viscosity formulation is a more robust method for WMLES of separated flows, and thus we utilize this method

for the current wall model. Specifically, in the model, each agent acts to adjust the local wall eddy viscosity aC ,F at

each time step through a multiplication factor aC ,F (C8+1) = 0aC ,F (C8), where 0 ∈ [1 − UΔ)*1/ΔG, 1 + UΔ)*1/ΔG],

Δ) is the time step of the simulation, ΔG is the grid size in G direction, and U is a constant which is selected to be 10−3.

The local wall-shear stress can be calculated by the formula gF = da(1 + a∗C ,F)(mDB/m=)F . The reward A is calculated

based on A (C8) = [|gref
F − gF (C8) | − |gref

F − gF (C8−1) |]/g
ref
F,A<B at each location, where gref

F and gref
F,A<B are the mean and

root-mean-square wall-shear stress from the reference simulation. The reward is proportional to the improvement in

the modeled wall-shear stress compared to the one obtained in the previous time step, and an extra reward of 0.1 is

added when the modeled gF is within 10% of the reference value.

During model training, each iteration is initialized with the normalized wall eddy viscosity a∗C ,F that is randomly

selected from (0, 10]. To generate the initial condition for training, the simulation is started from a flow field generated

by the EQWM and run with the given initial aC ,F for 20 flow-through times (FTTs) to remove numerical artifacts.

Each iteration of the model training simulation is conducted for 5 FTTs, and to increase the data efficiency, the aC ,F is

updated every 100 time steps.

The model policy is learned based on a neural network with two hidden layers of 128 units each with a Softsign

activation function. The parameters of the neural network are identical to those used in [8]. The model training is

advanced for 1.6 million policy gradient steps.
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Fig. 1 Contours of the mean velocity in G direction and the streamlines at '4� = 10595: RLWM (top left);

RLWM, coarse mesh (top right); EQWM (bottom left); WRLES (bottom right) [37].

B. Validation

1. Testing for flow over periodic hills at '4� = 10595

To evaluate the performance of the trained RLWM, two simulations for the periodic-hill channel flow at '4� =

10595 are carried out using meshes with different resolutions. The details of the simulation cases are listed in Table 1.

The number of agents on the bottom wall is consistent with the number of mesh cells on the wall. The wall-normal

matching location of the agents was chosen to be within the first off-wall cell. The wall eddy viscosity aC ,F is updated

based on the model action at every time step. All simulations are run for about 50 FTTs after transients. The flow

statistics of all simulations are averaged over spanwise direction and time. For comparison, a WMLES using the

EQWM that applies the traditional wall-shear stress boundary condition is conducted with the baseline mesh, and

results from two high-fidelity reference databases for this flow [36, 37] are included.

Figure 1 shows the contours of the mean velocity in G direction and the mean-flow streamlines. The flow separates

on the leeward side of the hill due to a strong adverse pressure gradient (APG), and a shear layer is generated near

the top of the hill. The flow reattaches in the middle section of the channel, and as the flow approaches the windward

side of the downstream hill, it subjects to a strong favorable pressure gradient (FPG) and accelerates rapidly. The

simulations with the RLWM successfully capture the separation bubble on the leeward side of the hill and yield more

accurate results than the EQWM (see Table 1 for quantitative comparison).

The predictions of the mean skin friction � 5 and the mean pressure coefficient �? are shown in Fig. 2. The mean

skin friction is defined as � 5 = 〈gF〉/(0.5d*
2
1
), where 〈·〉 denotes averaging in time and spanwise direction, and the

positive direction of gF points toward the opposite direction of bulk flow. The mean pressure coefficient is defined

as �? = (〈?F〉 − 〈?ref〉)/(0.5d*
2
1
), where the pressure at G/� = 0 on the top wall is chosen as reference pressure

?ref [36]. Regarding � 5 , the results from the RLWM simulations are in reasonable agreement with the DNS data,

with large deviations found only near the top of the hill on the leeward side where the skin friction rapidly decreases

from its maximum value to a negative value. However, the results are better than the EQWM simulation which largely

under-predicts the skin friction on the windward side of the hill. Furthermore, the mean locations of the separation

and reattachment points (listed in Table 1) are better predicted by the RLWM, consistent with the streamline shown in

Fig. 1. Additionally, it should be noted that the separation bubble size shrinks as the mesh resolution decreases from

the baseline; more details about the velocity field will be discussed later in this section.

All simulations capture the qualitative trend of the mean �? on the bottom wall including the APG and FPG

regimes, but large deviations among the simulation cases are visible near the top of the hill (G/� ≥ 8.5 or G/� ≤ 0.5)

where the pressure sees a sudden change from strong FPG to strong APG and the flow separation emerges. Overall,

the RLWM provides more accurate predictions of � 5 and �? than the EQWM.

Quantitative comparison of mean velocity and Reynolds stress components at five streamwise locations (G/� =

0.05, 2, 4, 6 and 8) are shown in Fig. 3. The results of the mean velocity profiles and Reynolds stress profiles from the

RLWM simulations agree reasonably well with each other and with the reference DNS data. The discrepancies are
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Fig. 2 (a) Mean skin friction coefficient and (b) mean pressure coefficient along the bottom wall at '4� = 10595.

Lines indicate , RLWM; , RLWM, coarse mesh; , EQWM; , DNS [36]; , � 5 = 0.

visible for the locations on the hill where the pressure gradient is strong. It should be mentioned that the prediction

of the velocity field not only depends on the wall boundary conditions but also on the SGS model, and the varying

performance of the SGS model in different meshes may contribute to the inconsistency of those two RLWM simulations.

On the other hand, prediction from the EQWM simulation is less ideal, particularly for the streamwise Reynolds stress

〈D′GD
′
G〉/*

2
1
.

To better understand the mechanism of the trained model, we examine the state-action maps, which are the

probability density functions (PDFs) of the likelihood that the model takes a particular action conditioned on the

occurrence of positive rewards. Figure 4 shows the maps based on instantaneous states and actions at three streamwise

positions G/� = 0.1, 2 and 8.5 which are located near the top of the hill on its leeward side, within the separation

bubble, and the windward side of the hill, respectively. Overall, the action contour lines for increasing and decreasing

aC ,F are well separated, which illustrates the model is able to distinguish flow states and provide appropriate actions.

2. Testing for flow over periodic hills at higher Reynolds numbers

In this section, the RLWM is applied to a WMLES of periodic-hill channel flow at '4� = 19000 and 37000. The

simulations are conducted by using the baseline mesh (128 × 64 × 64) and the coarse mesh (64 × 32 × 32), and the

implementation of the RLWM is similar to the simulations at '4� = 10595. All simulations are run for about 50 FTTs

after transients. The results from the EQWM with baseline mesh and the WRLES [37] are included for comparison.

The mean skin friction coefficients along the bottom wall at '4� = 19000 and 37000 are shown in Figs. 5(a,b). The

distributions of � 5 at higher Reynolds numbers have a similar shape as the one shown in Fig. 2(a). As the Reynolds

number increases, the maximum value of the � 5 on the windward side of the hill decreases. The results from the

two RLWM simulations are in reasonable agreement with each other and with the WRLES results. Regarding the

separation point, the predicted locations from the RLWM simulations are further downstream than that of the WRLES.

The predicted reattachment location from the RLWM simulations is further upstream. Compared to the EQWM

simulation, where the separation bubble size is largely under-predicted and the maximum value of � 5 on the windward

side of the hill is much smaller than the value of WRLES, the RLWM is more accurate.

Figure 6 shows the profiles of streamwise components of mean velocity and Reynolds stress at five streamwise

stations (G/� = 0.05, 2, 4, 6 and 8) for '4� = 19000 and 37000. The deviations among the profiles from the RLWM

simulations and the WRLES profiles grow as the Reynolds number increases, particularly for the coarse-mesh RLWM

simulation, which implies the degradation of performance in the RLWM. Moreover, as the Reynolds number increases

to '4� = 37000, the EQWM simulation shows comparable results to the RLWM simulation even though the prediction

of � 5 is inaccurate, as shown in Fig. 5(b). It should be noted that the impact of the SGS model on the velocity field

away from the wall is greater than the wall model, and this could be an indication that a better SGS model is necessary.
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Fig. 3 Mean velocity and Reynolds stress components at '4� = 10595: (a) streamwise velocity; (b) vertical

velocity; (c) streamwise Reynolds stress; (d) vertical Reynolds stress; (e) Reynolds shear stress. Lines indicate

, RLWM; , RLWM, coarse mesh; , EQWM; , DNS [36].
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Fig. 4 PDFs of states for the RLWM conditioned to events with A > 0.1 and 0 < 0.9995 (blue) or 0 > 1.0005

(red) at (a,d,g) G/� = 0.1, (b,e,h) G/� = 2 and (c,f,i) G/� = 8.3 at '4� = 10595: PDFs of states (a–c) �< and

(1/^< − 1/^ref) ln (ℎ∗<), (d–f) (1/^< − 1/^ref) ln (ℎ∗<) and (∗
12

and (g–i) (1/^< − 1/^ref) ln (ℎ∗<) and (m?/mB)∗ℎ∗<.

Contour levels are 25, 50, 75% of the maximum value.

Fig. 5 Mean skin friction coefficient along the bottom wall at (a) '4� = 19000 and (b) '4� = 37000. Lines

indicate , RLWM; , RLWM, coarse mesh; , EQWM; , WRLES [37]; , � 5 = 0.
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Fig. 6 Mean velocity and Reynolds stress components at (a,b) '4� = 19000 and (c,d) '4� = 37000: (a,c) mean

streamwise velocity; (b,d) streamwise Reynolds stress. Lines indicate , RLWM; , RLWM, coarse mesh;

, EQWM; , WRLES [37].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Cross-sections of the bump geometry showing (a) a slice along the centerline (I/! = 0) and (b) a slice

along the span (G/! = 0).

III. Simulations for Flow over Boeing Gaussian Bump
The geometry of the Boeing Gaussian bump is given by the analytic function

H = 5 (G, I) =
ℎ

2
4−(G/G0 )

2

{

1 + erf

[(

!

2
− 2I0 − |I |

)

/I0

]}

, (1)

where G, H and I are the streamwise (free-stream-aligned), vertical and spanwise coordinates, respectively, and 5 is

the surface representing the geometry of the wall-mounted bump. The length scale !, referred to as the bump width,

is used to express the other scales of the bump, where ℎ = 0.085! is the maximum height of the bump, G0 = 0.195!,

and I0 = 0.06!. The axial and spanwise cross-sections are shown in Fig. 7. Additionally, the length scale ! is used to

define the Reynolds number '4! = *∞!/a∞, where (·) |∞ denotes quantities at free-stream conditions. This geometry

has been extensively studied experimentally by [17–21]. The experimental geometry includes side and top walls, as

the Gaussian bump is wall-mounted on a splitter plate inside of a wind tunnel. In this work, the geometry with side and

top walls is considered. Particularly, the case of '4! = 2 × 106 is simulated, and the WMLES results are compared

with the experimental measurements.

A. Computational details

The present simulations employ a rectangular computational domain with the dimension of !G × !H × !I =

2.5! × 0.5! × 0.5!, which has the same blockage ratio as in the wind tunnel experiment [18–21]. The origin of the

coordinate system in the domain locates at the base of the bump peak as shown in Fig. 8. Because symmetry exists

with respect to the center plane at I/! = 0 in the geometry, the simulation domain only covers half of the entire bump

span with a symmetry boundary condition applied at I/! = 0. Moreover, the simulations have a plug flow inlet at

G/! = −1, with the side at I/! = 0.5 and top boundary conditions at H/! = 0.5 treated as inviscid walls to approximate

the wind tunnel. The outlet is placed at G/! = 1.5 with a convective outflow boundary condition. Note that preliminary

investigations suggest insensitivity to the inlet and tunnel wall boundary conditions [26, 27].

The simulations are conducted using the aforementioned unstructured-mesh, high-fidelity incompressible finite-

volume flow solver that is coupled with the RL toolbox, smarties. In order to investigate the influence of SGS models

on the simulation results, the DSM, which is used in the aforementioned wall model training, and the anisotropic

minimum-dissipation (AMD) model [42] are both used in separate simulations. In addition to the developed RL

wall model, we also used the EQWM in the simulations for comparison. The EQWM is based on the Neumann/no-

penetration velocity boundary condition that is traditionally employed with wall-stress models [43], and the center of

the second off-wall cell is selected as the matching location. Additionally, a CFL number of 2 is used in all simulations.

To study the effect of mesh resolution on the simulation results, three computational meshes with increasing

resolutions in each direction are considered. These meshes consist of structured-mesh blocks covering the entire bump

surface and the flat wall surfaces in both the upstream and downstream, and unstructured-mesh blocks elsewhere. The

wall-normal dimension of the structured-mesh blocks is equal to 0.2!, which is larger than the thickness of the TBL

downstream of the bump. The parameters of the computational meshes are provided in Table 2. The outer unstructured

mesh has the resolution of Δ/! = 0.03 and the control volumes are refined gradually towards the bottom wall. It should
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Table 2 Mesh parameters of the simulations for the flow over Boeing Gaussian bump at '4! = 2 × 106.

Mesh #�+ minΔG/! minΔH/! minΔI/!

Coarse 6 mil. 3.8 × 10−3 2.6 × 10−3 2.6 × 10−3

Medium 37 mil. 1.9 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−3

Fine 100 mil. 1.3 × 10−3 9 × 10−4 9 × 10−4

Fig. 8 Instantaneous streamwise velocity DG/*∞ in an G− H plane at I/! = 0 from medium-mesh WMLES with

RLWM and DSM (top left), RLWM and AMD model (top right), EQWM and DSM (bottom left), and EQWM

and AMD model (bottom right).

be noted that the thickness of the TBL at G/! = −0.4 is approximately resolved by 3 cells in the coarse mesh, 7 cells

in the medium mesh, and 11 cells in the fine mesh, respectively.

In the simulations using the RLWM, the number of agents above the bottom surface is consistent with the number

of wall cells in the mesh. The wall-normal matching location of the agents was chosen to be within the first off-wall

cell. The wall eddy viscosity aC ,F is updated at each time step based on the model action. To eliminate numerical

artifacts, all simulations are run for 1.5 FTTs at first to pass the transient process. After that, these simulations are run

for another 1.5 FTTs to collect flow statistics.

B. Results and Discussion

Figure 8 shows contours of the instantaneous streamwise velocity DG/*∞ in an G-H plane at I/! = 0 obtained

from the medium-mesh simulations with different SGS models and wall models. The flow gradually accelerates on

the windward side of the bump. The flow velocity reaches its maximum value at the bump peak. Downstream of the

peak, the flow decelerates over the leeward side of the bump, and the boundary layer thickens rapidly. Note that the

flow is attached over the bump surface in the simulations with DSM, but the flow is separated on the leeward side

of the bump in the simulations with the AMD model, which is more consistent with the experimental observations

[17–21]. The results explicitly demonstrate the strong effect of SGS models on the WMLES. In terms of the effect

from wall models, it is comparatively small; however, from the simulations with the AMD model, it can be found that

the separation is stronger when the EQWM is used, which shows the influence of wall models on the flow field is not

negligible. Detailed quantitative comparison of mean velocity from different simulations will be discussed later.

Additional quantities of interest for the bump-flow simulations include the mean pressure coefficient, �? , and the

mean skin friction coefficient, � 5 , which are defined as

�? =
?F − ?∞
1
2
d∞*

2
∞

and � 5 =
gF

1
2
d∞*

2
∞

, (2)

where (·) denotes the averaging in time, and the mean pressure at the inlet near the top boundary is chosen as the

reference free-stream pressure ?∞. Figure 9 shows the distributions of the mean skin-friction coefficient � 5 over the
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Fig. 9 The distributions of mean skin friction coefficient along the bump surface at I/! = 0 from the WMLES

using (a,b,c) DSM and (d,e,f) AMD model with (a,d) coarse mesh, (b,e) medium mesh and (c,f) fine mesh. Lines

indicate , RLWM; , EQWM; , � 5 = 0; �, experimental measurements at '4! = 2 × 106 [19].

bump surface. For comparison, the data from the experiment using the same geometry at the same Reynolds number

from Gray et al. [19] is also shown. In the experiments, a large separation bubble appears downstream of the bump

peak, which is not accurately captured in all simulations. A small separation bubble can be observed on the leeward

side of the bump in the simulations with the AMD model. On the contrary, using the DSM, there is no separation in the

flow field. The huge contrast in the results of � 5 is consistent with that observed in the instantaneous velocity contours

(see Fig. 8). Moreover, upstream of the bump, the � 5 results from the simulations with different SGS models also

exhibit noticeable differences, although the difference is reducing as the mesh resolutions increase. Considering the

performance of different wall models, the simulations using the EQWM typically overpredict � 5 near the bump peak.

However, the developed RLWM provides more accurate predictions for this region, and as the mesh resolutions increase,

the � 5 converges to a value that agrees well with the experimental data. Upstream of the bump, the performance of

the current RLWM is less optimal, which is expected as the model training does not encompass laminar or transitional

flows. On the leeward side of the bump, the predictions of � 5 from both wall models are comparable, but further

downstream the RLWM provides lower skin friction than the EQWM.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of �? along the bump surface at I/! = 0. Results from all simulations with

different computational meshes are included along with the experimental measurements of Williams et al. [17] at

slightly lower Reynolds number ('4! = 1.87× 106). The �? distributions illustrate strong FPG immediately upstream

of the bump peak. Downstream of the peak, the flow is first subjected to a very strong APG then followed by a mild

FPG. Comparison of simulation results with experimental data reveals significant differences on the leeward side of the

bump, which is expected due to the imprecise capture of the separation bubble in the simulations. This region is also the

most sensitive to the SGS models employed. Furthermore, simulations with the DSM exhibit closely matching curves,

suggesting that variations in wall modeling and mesh resolution do not significantly affect �? predictions in these

simulations. On the other hand, increasing the mesh resolution results in noticeable changes in �? on the leeward side

of the bump, which leads to a gradual decline in prediction accuracy. In terms of wall model performance, the RLWM

and EQWM provide similar �? predictions, with only minor differences observed on the leeward side of the bump.

In addition, the distributions of �? along the span at the bump peak are shown in Fig. 11. The results from different

simulations agree well among themselves and with the experimental data [17] in the outer-span region (G/! > 0.25).

The differences among different simulations and the experiment become more pronounced near the center of the bump,
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Fig. 10 The distributions of mean pressure coefficient along the bump surface at I/! = 0 from the WMLES

using (a,b,c) DSM and (d,e,f) AMD model with (a,d) coarse mesh, (b,e) medium mesh and (c,f) fine mesh. Lines

indicate , RLWM; , EQWM; �, experimental measurements at '4! = 1.87 × 106 [17].

where the separation bubble appears in the downstream region.

In Fig. 12, profiles of the mean streamwise velocity are depicted at four streamwise stations on the leeward side of

the bump. These results quantitatively show the flow deceleration and boundary-layer thickening on the bump surface.

Based on the comparison in the figure, the simulation results exhibit significant differences from the experiment

conducted by Gray et al. [20], with the simulations predicting a thinner TBL downstream of the bump. This finding

is consistent with the earlier observation of the instantaneous flow field. The simulations with different SGS models

and wall models exhibit similar results near the bump peak, but significant differences emerge further downstream.

Specifically, the use of the AMD model leads to the appearance of a separation bubble in the flow field and a significantly

thicker TBL. Considering the results from different wall models, their differences are less significant than that due to

the use of different SGS models.

While data-driven turbulence models often have limited applicability across different flow configurations [44], the

current RLWM, originally trained on the low-Reynolds-number periodic-hill channel flow, shows promise in simulating

the flow over the Boeing Gaussian bump, which has a different geometry as well as higher Reynolds number and is

likely to exhibit different flow physics. Specifically, the RLWM provides improved predictions for the skin friction

near the peak of the bump and performs comparably to the EQWM with respect to the wall pressure and velocity field.

Despite the use of different wall models, the simulations exhibit significant sensitivity to SGS models. Notably, the

current RLWM was developed using DSM. As such, further research is needed to explore the impact of SGS models

on the training of MARL-based wall models and on the applicability of the trained wall models.

IV. Summary
In this work, a wall model that can adapt to various pressure-gradient effects is developed for turbulent flow over

periodic hills using multi-agent reinforcement learning. The model behaves as a control policy for wall eddy viscosity

to predict the correct wall-shear stress. The optimized policy of the wall model is learned through the training process

based on LES of low-Reynolds-number flow over periodic hills with cooperating agents using the recovery of the correct

wall-shear stress as a reward. The developed wall model is first validated in the LES of the periodic-hill configuration
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Fig. 11 The distributions of mean pressure coefficient along the span at the bump peak (G/! = 0) from the

WMLES using (a,b,c) DSM and (d,e,f) AMD model with (a,d) coarse mesh, (b,e) medium mesh and (c,f) fine

mesh. Lines indicate , RLWM; , EQWM; �, experimental measurements at '4! = 1.87 × 106 [17].

at the same Reynolds number of model training. The wall model provides good predictions of mean wall-shear stress,

mean wall pressure, and the mean velocity as well as Reynolds stress in the flow field. The test results also show that

the developed model outperforms the EQWM. The performance of the developed model is further evaluated at two

higher Reynolds numbers ('4� = 19000 and 37000). Good predictions are obtained for the mean wall-shear stress

and velocity statistics.

To further investigate the generalizability and robustness of the developed wall model, simulations of flow over

the Boeing Gaussian bump are conducted using two different SGS models. The flow geometry is consistent with the

experiments [18–21], and the Reynolds number based on the free-stream velocity and the width of the bump is 2× 106.

The results of mean skin friction and pressure on the bump surface and the velocity statistics of the flow field are

compared to those from the EQWM simulations and published experimental data sets. It shows that the developed

wall model successfully captures the acceleration and deceleration of the TBL on the bump surface. The wall model

provides better predictions of skin friction near the bump peak and exhibits comparable performance to the EQWM

with respect to the wall pressure and velocity field. In addition, it is found that the SGS model has a significant impact

on the simulation results, which is a topic requiring further study.

On the foundation of the test simulations for various flow configurations, it can be concluded that the current wall

model, developed based on the training with low-Reynolds-number periodic-hill channel flow, has gained valuable

insights into the key physics of complex flows with diverse pressure gradients. However, further improvements can be

expected by training the wall model over a wider range of Reynolds numbers and flow geometries using the multi-agent

reinforcement learning framework. This would enable the model to capture more complex features of the flow field

and enhance its reliability and performance in a broader range of applications.
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